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Let’s start today off with a question.
Do people watch shows or channels?

leehuntLLC

Let’s see a show of hands.
How many say shows?

Shows
or
Channels?
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How many for channels?

Shows
or
Channels?
leehuntLLC

Shows
or
Channels?
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Not too long ago that was one of the big debates here at Promax. And how you
answered that question was usually determined by what side of the business you
grew up on. If you came from the broadcast world, you’d likely say shows,
because broadcasters live and die by the ratings of individual programs.
But if you came from the cable world, you’d probably say channels, because your
network brand created an expectation of programming that people paid for with
subscriber fees. The mantra was “I may not know what’s on … (fill in your
channel name here… History, ESPN, Bravo, TNT…) but I have a pretty good
idea of what I’m going to get out of it.
But whatever your answer, shows or channels, you branded accordingly.

Shows
without
Channels?
leehuntLLC

Now, though, it’s time to restate the question, “do people watch shows without
channels?”
Let’s look at some facts.
leehuntllc
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Rentrak reports that the total time spent viewing free-on-demand TV content
increased by over 40 percent in the last year.

All Networks
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Rentrak State of VOD Report 2012

Free-On-Demand TV Content

If you break that down to on-demand programs from broadcast networks, the
numbers grew even more—a 60 percent increase in total time spent viewing and
a 47 percent jump in the total number of programs watched.

Broadcast Networks
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And the total number of free-on-demand TV programs watched went up 29
percent.
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# of Programs Watched
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“Netflix is now the most watched
cable network on television”
87 minutes of household viewing
BTIG Research, April 2013

leehuntLLC

“Viewers care less about what
network a show is on…
and are just going to where
the content is”
Advertising Age, April 9, 2013

What does that mean? People are watching CBS shows without having to watch
CBS.
BTIG Research described Netflix as “the most watched cable network on
television” with 87 minutes of household viewing per day.
People are watching cable network shows without having to watch those
networks.
And media buying service Initiative has advised their clients, "Viewers care less
about what network a show is on… and are just going to where the content is."
And where is that?

leehuntLLC

Well, it's not just on-demand channels and Netflix, it’s everywhere.

leehuntLLC

And with the rise of this on-demand viewing comes a different kind of user
experience that raises probably the most important question we’re ever going to
have to answer.
leehuntllc
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“When you’re not the distribution channel...
When you’re not the channel

leehuntLLC

...what happens to your channel brand?“
What happens to your channelbrand?

And we’re not just talking about exotic digital platforms, but even with our
mainstream distribution partners.

leehuntLLC

(:30 TWC Homeland)
Now, Showtime is mentioned... barely. And that’s important to call out because
Showtime is a premium channel. Time Warner Cable needs me to want
Showtime because I’m paying extra for it every month.
But what about “free” channels? You may remember the Time Warner Cable
Superbowl spot. Here’s the sixty second extended cut.
(:60 TWC Walking Dead)
They’re both terrific spots, but you notice once again there’s hardly any mention
of the network.
I’m not necessarily faulting Time Warner. I get it.
In linear channel viewing, Time Warner Cable needs to send me to AMC to find
the Walking Dead.
leehuntLLC
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But in an on demand world, they can cut out the middle-man, and make a straight
line—let’s call it a “brand line”—between Time Warner and The Walking Dead.
It’s simply the path of least resistance; the shortest distance between points “A”
and “B.”
leehuntLLC

Here, I’ll show you what I mean in the actual operation.
I turn on my TV to catch up on an episode of The Walking Dead.
I’ve typed in Walking Dead to find my episode. And I click on it.
(:14 TWC EOD Intro)
It sends me to the Entertainment on Demand channel… Now this isn’t really a
channel, though it has a channel number; it’s the place I can access this episode.
And did you note the voice over? “New movies. Free services. Favorite shows.”
No mention of networks.
And neither of these pages has any channel branding.
This is the way my kids watch TV, and honestly, they have no idea there is a
relationship between AMC and The Walking Dead.
And why should they? The first mention of the channel comes here when I click
on “play.”
It lasts three seconds. And in this case it was followed by a 30 second
commercial… that I’ll speed up for you.
(:07 Hotels.com)

leehuntllc
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Then we begin the show with another ID, a content advisory, and a “previously
on.”
(:20 The Walking Dead start)
OK, I want to come back to the “previously on” in a moment.
But what we’ve got here is no different than what we see at the beginning of a
movie.
The studio identification. And studios are great.

Do people watch
movies
or studios?
leehuntLLC

But let me ask you this. Do people watch movies or studios?
Obviously, no one says, “Hey there’s a new Columbia Tri-Star movie playing at
the mall, let’s go.”
With maybe one exception...
Disney.
Because the Disney brand is similar to the old days of cable networks.
“I may not know what the movie is, but I have a pretty good idea what I’m going
to get out of it.”
A good brand manages expectations.

“Consumers need well-defined
programming brands as a filter
to cut through the clutter.”
John Landgraf
FX Networks

leehuntLLC

So, I have two concerns here. One, that with the change in viewer behavior our
network brands are just going to become production company brands. And two,
our network brands are becoming so broad, so generalized, that they’ll lose their
meaning and no longer serve their initial purpose—““a filter to cut through the
clutter” as John Landgraf noted when announcing the launch of FXX.
leehuntllc
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We’ve fallen into a morass, or maybe I should say, a swamp of look-alike, sound
alike programming. And that’s a larger issue, how all networks, in order to grow
their audience and their ratings have had to become broader and more
generalized. We all understand that. It’s just that now, in this new viewing
environment, it’s creating a new set of problems.

When you’re not the channel,
What happens to your channel brand?

But let’s go back to my original question.
“When you’re not the distribution channel, how do you keep your channel
relevant?”
Here are some examples.

leehuntLLC

Sometimes it’s simple semantics. Let’s go back to the Walking Dead previously
on.
(:07 AMC Previously On)

”The Walking Dead on AMC”

”AMC’s
The Walking Dead”

Notice, he didn’t say, “The Walking Dead on AMC,” but “AMC’s The Walking
Dead.” It’s a subtle, but important, distinction.
The first phrase, “The Walking Dead on AMC,” is distribution language. It denotes
two distinct brands with two different jobs. One is the content. The other is the
carrier.
The second, “AMC’s The Walking Dead,” is ownership, authorship.
AMC is an integral part of The Walking Dead. And the Walking Dead is an
integral part of AMC.

leehuntllc
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I’ve seen it on some of AMC’s materials. But most often...

I’ve seen it like this.
Now this is a small point, but nevertheless an important way of connecting your
brand to your content.

Because you never know where your show might end up. That’s one of the
international FX channels.

If you look at Disney Channel, they’re already ahead of that curve, that’s how
they brand all their shows.

And Bravo’s tagline, “By Bravo” positions them as the authors of their content, not
just the distributors.

leehuntllc
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Now I mentioned this quote from John earlier. And it’s slightly ironic considering
that FX markets its show very much like theatricals.

“Consumers need well-defined
programming brands as a filter
to cut through the clutter.”
John Landgraf
FX Networks

leehuntLLC

Each show has its own unique, distinct, and amazing identity...

...unlike say a Bravo—that instead wraps all their content in a very strong
network look and style.

So to tie these disparate pieces of creative together FX created a simple
campaign that connects all their content back to the network brand.
Here are a couple of examples.

leehuntllc
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(15 FX Is…)

(15 FX Is…)

But is there a way to literally weave your channel brand into your content; or at
least the marketing of your content?
Nat Geo is a good example. They use their logo as a design element in their
advertising…
Their online services like their YouTube channel…

Digital devices…

leehuntllc
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Merchandising…

Just look at their Netflix offerings….
There is no mistaking what’s Nat Geo...

...and what’s everybody else.

Even their on-air often takes full advantage of the logo.
(:15 Nat Geo Mudcats)
All of us need to figure out how to connect our network brands with our show
brands.
These are all just tactical examples, and in some ways, very superficial.
Honestly, we have to find a way to make a connection at the molecular level—to
blend our network brands into the DNA of our content.
leehuntLLC
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Why? Let’s take a look at the elephant in the room. Netflix.

“Netflix is now the most watched
cable network on television”

Remember earlier I said that Netflix was described as “the most watched cable
network on television.”

87 minutes of household viewing

BTIG Research, April 2013

Obviously, Netflix is not a cable channel, but it is what we always predicted cable
would become. I think pretty early on we realized the real future would not be the
500-channel universe or the 1000-channel universe, but the 1-channel universe.
My channel. And that is what Netflix has become.
My Netflix is different from your Netflix. Sure they both pull from the same
library, but what gets pushed and promoted on my interface is different from what
gets pushed and promoted on yours.

Now, we try to do that ourselves in regular TV with targeting, creating versions of
spots for the variations in our audience. A male version, a female version, a
young version. We usually target based on demo.

leehuntllc
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4 million ratings
3 million searches
time of day
device used

metadata

“There are 33 million different
versions of Netflix”
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But Netflix targets based on big data. Netflix looks at 30 million “plays” a day;
when you pause, rewind, fast-forward; recent click, view, re-view, early abandon,
page views. They look at four million ratings by Netflix subscribers; three million
searches; time of day when shows are watched and on what devices.
Plus, their movies and TV shows are annotated with hundreds of metadata
descriptors — inserted by viewers commissioned to describe the talent, the
action, the tone and the genre, and much more—they use crowd sourcing.

All this information is put together to recommend—to promote—other shows,
building profiles based on the preferences of individual subscribers. As Joris
Evers said, “There are 33 million different versions of Netflix.”

Joris Evers
Director Global Corporate
Communications

For example, for House of Cards, people who had viewed Kevin Spacey movies
saw trailers featuring him...

...women watching “Thelma and Louise” saw trailers featuring the show’s female
characters...

leehuntllc
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...and film aficionados saw trailers that reflected David Fincher’s directing. In all,
I understand there were 10 different trailers cut—presumably for 10 different
audience segments.
Now we do multiple creatives as well and not just for targeting.
In a two-week period I counted 15 different spots for TBS’ new season of Men at
Work. But that’s a shotgun approach. Making lots of creative in order to build a
campaign with high frequency and low burn out. That’s how we introduce a new
series, get people to sample, and then we move on to episodics.
But with Netflix Originals there is no episodic promotion. Because there is no
episodic schedule. As we know, Netflix releases all their episodes at once.

And that just doesn't change promo strategy, it changes the way shows are
made, “more like 13 hour movies,” as one show runner described it.
“More like 13-hour movies”

It’s a change in storytelling that can be traced back to cable hits like The
Sopranos, The Wire, Dexter, Weeds, The Shield, Breaking Bad, Mad Men, and
now is spreading to broadcast.

leehuntllc
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(:30 FOX The Following—You won’t believe…)

FOX The Following You Won’t Believe...

“You won’t believe its not on cable.”
Now that spot isn’t about the platform of cable vs. broadcast, but FOX
acknowledging a real change in storytelling, one that is becoming more and more
appealing to viewers.
And with that change comes a transformation in viewing behavior. One that
affects us—promo and marketing people.

FOX The Following You Won’t Believe...

There’s a hint of it in the spot. Almost subliminal.
“Set your DVR now.”
FOX The Following You Won’t Believe...

As I mentioned with Netflix, there are no episodics. That’s a disadvantage for
them. One of our greatest values to the industry is building and sustaining
interest in a show week after week. We do that by creating a social fabric of the
shared entertainment experience.
leehuntllc
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(:20 FOX The Following—Everybody will be talking...)

“This is the episode everyone will be talking about on Tuesday morning.”
FOX The Following Everyone Will Be Talking

Obviously FOX gets it and they are promoting the best of both worlds.
Essentially, they’re telling is how to watch television.
FOX The Following Everyone Will Be Talking

(:30 FOX Mondays—Watch Every Moment Live…)

“Watch Every Moment Live.”
FOX Mondays Watch it Live

leehuntllc
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It’s a subtle reminder, but a smart differentiator. FOX is reinforcing the value of
live viewing.
FOX Mondays Watch it Live

Over at Netflix though, they’re teaching us about a new way to watch.
(:30 Netflix Binge Viewing)

Binge viewing. They even incorporated it into their marketing for Arrested
Development.

leehuntllc
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Of course, binge viewing is not unique to Netflix. It began with the advent of the
VCR and grew with the popularity of the DVR. But actually, you can trace binge
viewing all the way back to the 1980s.
(:20 NAN Donna Reed)
But now binge viewing has come of age and created some unique social
problems.
(2:25 Portlandia Spoiler Alert)

And Netflix has been very smart about this. They’ve seized the potential
negatives of this change in viewer behavior, faced them head on, and created a
campaign that allows them to own it.
(:30 Netflix Spoiler Alert)
But that’s not all. Last March, New York Magazine coined the term “Netflix
Adultery.” Netflix picked up on that story and fielded a survey.

leehuntllc
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(:43 NBC News Netflix Adultery)
Essentially Brian Williams just played the Netflix promo.

(:30 Netflix Adultery)
What’s interesting in all this is that we’re going back to an old promo genre that
pretty much faded away in the early 90s. The usage promo. Showing people
how a show or channel fits into their lifestyle. That’s how many niche channels in
the 80s and 90s were introduced.
Now, though, we’re using usage promos to tell people not just what to watch but
how to watch.
(:10 VH1 DVR)

So we’ve got all these changes in viewer behavior. How do we measure them?
Back in 2007 the industry introduced a new ratings metric, C3, commercial
ratings plus 72 hours of DVR viewing.

C3

Commercial Ratings + 72 hours of DVR Viewing

leehuntLLC

Now, people like CBS’ Les Moonves want to extend that metric to C7—to include
7 days of DVR viewing.
Anyone who has looked at the numbers knows the increase in ratings is
incremental.

C7

Commercial Ratings + 1 Week of DVR Viewing

leehuntLLC
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C3
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Nielsen average commercial-minute data for the first half of the season (Sept.
24, 2012-Jan. 13, 2013)
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According to Nielsen a shift from C3 to C7 in the demo only gives us only a 1
percent increase in ratings.
Another complaint is that in time-shifted viewing, “the ads are simply not being
watched."
So what, if anything, is being watched?
And more specifically, how do our promos fare in a C7 world? I decided to find
out.
I asked our friends at TiVo Research and Analytics to put together a new study
for Promax. And what they found is very interesting.

leehuntLLC

C7 Promo Analysis
• 78

They looked at primetime first-run programming of the top 78 broadcast and
cable networks, and using TiVo’s daily random sample of 350,000 households
tracked promo and commercial second-by-second ratings in the first quarter of
2013.

Broadcast & Cable Networks

primetime, first-run programming only (no repeats)

• 350,000
• Q1

Households

2013

leehuntLLC

C7 Promo Analysis
Live

Day 1

Live

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

0-3 Days

Day 5

Day 6

They looked at live viewing, then DVR viewing up to 3 days, and finally timeshifted viewing from 4 to 7 days.
Day 7

4-7 Days

leehuntLLC

Which Rates Better?

In live viewing, we found what we expected. Promos rated higher than
commercials by 1.3%.

0.62

0.618
0.615

+1.3%
0.61

0.61

0.605

0.6

Promo

Commercial
Live

Promo
Commercial
Live +0-3

Promo
Commercial
Live +0-7
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Then we added in 3 days of DVR viewing. At this point the ratings difference
between promos and commercials rose to 9%.

0.986

0.963

+9%
0.925

0.905
0.888

0.85

Promo

Commercial
Live

Promo
Commercial
Live +0-3

Promo
Commercial
Live +0-7
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Which Rates Better?

Finally, we added in the proposed new metric, live plus 7 days. The difference
between the two grew to 10.2%.

1.05

1.03
1.013

+10.2%

0.975

0.935

0.938

0.9

Promo

Commercial
Live

Promo
Commercial
Live +0-3

Promo
Commercial
Live +0-7
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Which Rates Better?
1.05

+10.2%

+9%

0.938

0.825

0.713

+1.3%
0.6
Live

Live +0-3

Live +4-7
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So even as the timeline increases promos continue to grow stickier than
commercials. OK. Now that was all additive. Live PLUS 3 days. Live PLUS 7
days. We also wanted to see each of those viewing periods broken out. If you
take the total number of spots viewed in live plus 7 days, and parse them into the
three time periods, live, 0-3 days, and 4-7 days, here’s what you find.
Of all the commercials that will be watched, 65% of are viewed live, whereas only
60% of the promos that will be viewed are seen live. In other words, the majority
of spot viewing for both promos and commercials does happen live. But when
taking the entire 7 days into account, a larger percentage of the commercials are
viewed live.
In the next 72 hours of viewing, that relationship changes. Promo viewing edges
out commercial viewing as a percentage of spots watched in the first three days.
From day 4 through 7, while the overall percentage of spots viewed has
diminished considerably, promos continue their advantage over commercials.
While we don't know if Mr. Moonves will get his C7 metric or when...
leehuntllc
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• promo

shelf life is longer than commercials

• promos

will continue to be our most effective
& efficient marketing tool
leehuntLLC
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But we know that promos will do well with the new metric because…
The ratings advantage of promos over commercials increases in a C7 world.
Promos have a longer shelf life than commercials.
Bottom line, promos will continue to be our most effective and efficient marketing
tool in a C7 world.
And it’s probably fair to assume that this behavior will be mirrored in on-demand
viewing. After all, a DVR is just a hard drive that sits in your home, and VOD is a
hard drive that sits in the cable, satellite or Telco’s head-end.

DVR

VOD

leehuntLLC

C3

Content

But while an hour of television on a DVR remains an hour, in on-demand it
changes. After the three days of collecting C3 data, we shift to D4. The content
remains the same, but the commercial, promo and packaging load, and therefore
the content layout changes dramatically.

D4

Commercial

Promo

leehuntLLC

Currently, we drop a significant amount of non-content, and what was a one-hour
linear experience can often be consumed in less than 50 minutes.
C3

Content

D4

Commercial

C3

Content

Promo

leehuntLLC

D4

Commercial

Promo
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The problem has been that ads had to be baked into the VOD format, and they
quickly grow stale. Changing them out can take days or even weeks.
But just in the last couple of months we’ve begun to see the introduction of
dynamic ad insertion. The ability to change out spots within an on-demand
program.
leehuntllc
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C3

Eventually, this will lead to spots targeted to individual households. And because
viewing behavior in VOD is indexed, soon we’ll be able to use many of the same
big data metrics Netflix employs to know who’s watching what, when, where, and
how. Assuming operators share that data with us.

D4

Content

Commercial

Promo
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Free-On-Demand TV Content

But where are we now? As we saw earlier, more and more people are watching
on-demand programming.

All Networks
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Time Spent Viewing

# of Programs Watched
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Rentrak State of VOD Report 2012

Free-On-Demand TV Content
Broadcast Networks
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Rentrak State of VOD Report 2012

And that’s a great opportunity for us, particularly because of this:
Unlike DVRs, viewers can’t necessarily fast forward through an on-demand
program.

C3-D4 Architecture Study
60 Programs
25 Networks

So, are we taking advantage of this?
I decided to find out. I recorded 60 shows from 25 different broadcast and cable
channels and charted their C3 architecture. Then I waited four days and charted
their D4 structure.

leehuntLLC
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Wow. What a difference! What a mess!
Everyone is all over the place. It seems as though every network has a different
template. Some are smart and well thought out. But most look like they were
just slammed together with no strategic insight. Which, honestly, is astounding to
me.

C3
0

15

30

45

60

0

15

30

45

60

D4

Content

Commercial

Promo
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C3
0
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45

60

0

15

30

45

60

D4

Content

Commercial

Promo
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Commercials

For example, I saw the same commercial campaign play 8 times in one show. 8
times. The exact same spots.

D4
0

15

30

Content

45

Commercial

60

Promo
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Promos

D4
0

15

Content

30

Commercial

45

Promo

60
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In another show I saw a generic promo for the program I was watching play 5
times.
Now I understand that we want to make sure to let our audience know they can
watch a new episode live. But this was a program generic that explained the
show and was obviously targeted to new viewers.
leehuntllc
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Commercial

45

Promo

60
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As an on-demand user I did some legwork or at least thumb work to see this
episode. You’re talking to a fan. Tell me something new that will get me to the
live experience, or even better, turn me on to a new similar show on your
channel. But don’t show me the same spot five times in one episode.

leehuntLLC

Best Practices of
On Demand Architecture

We have this incredible opportunity to create an amazing viewer experience on a
platform with some truly unique advantages.
I’ll be publishing a full report in a few weeks, and I don’t want to dwell on the
negatives, so let’s take a look at some of the good ideas I found.

leehuntLLC

Almost, but not all networks begin with an on-demand network ID. Similar to
what we saw with the AMC open earlier. But here are some that differentiated
themselves from studio IDs.
Comedy Central creates custom opens for each individual show. In this case the
Colbert Report.
(:07 CC Colbert OD)
TNT and USA both incorporated their brand position into the open.
(:20 TNT & USA OD)

And VH1 marries their “plus” brand position to the platform itself.
(:05 VH1 OD)
Is it important to acknowledge the platform?
leehuntllc
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For example, CBS just uses this…
(:05 CBS OD)
Personally, I think recognizing the platform is important. We want to be the ones
that get the credit for this viewer-friendly experience. Even if it does sit on the
distributor’s platform. After all, turnabout is fair play.
E! came up with a more immediate description than “on-demand.”
(:04 E! now)
I think that works, but I’d say be careful, don’t add a layer of confusion by
creating a euphemism. Watching TV has gotten complicated enough.
Obviously, the pre-roll is a great place for promos. It’s like the coming attractions
in a movie theater. I think it helps heighten the anticipation.
MTV actually builds theirs into the on-demand ID, and in this case even gave it
some self-awareness. They didn’t just recycle their on-air spot.
(:18 MTV OD The Show)
The down side is that I recorded this in June—so the promo had already passed
its expiration date.
That’s why people often use evergreen program generics. But, as I mentioned,
there is nothing worse than seeing a poorly targeted generic over and over and
over. FOX solved that problem by building a nice simple reminder into their
open.
A pre-roll is also a good place for sponsors, and I found everything from Direct
Response commercials for exercise machines to hybrid spots that married the
stickiness of a promo with the message of an advertiser.
(:35 AMC Mad Men Lincoln OD)
What I really liked about that was the tease to stick around for some extra
content at the end of the episode.
leehuntllc
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For their Real Housewives franchise, Bravo created a serialized hybrid campaign
starring one of the Real Housewives. The first commercial began even before
the on-demand ID.
(:30 Bravo OD commercial)
Each break included a new “episode” of the commercial and built on the story.
At least that’s how it worked the first time I watched it. Then I went back to
record it and after the commercial I found this in between the hybrid spot the
Bravo On Demand open.
(:27 WEtv/Bravo Open)

Best Practices of
On Demand Architecture
leehuntLLC
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This is the first time I’ve ever seen a competitive buy in on-demand. I guess it
was inevitable. And all the more reason we have to protect our network brands in
a non-network environment.
As I mentioned, I’ll have more on the Best Practices of On-Demand Architecture
later this summer. But for now it’s time to wrap up.
So what have we learned?
1. Keep you channel brand relevant. Recognize that you’re more than a
distribution vehicle. Find ways to blend your channel brand with your content
brand—on your own air and everywhere else. And keep your brand focus.

1. Keep you channel brand relevant. Find ways to
blend your channel brand with your content brand.
And keep your brand focus.
2. Understand the new ways that people watch
television and exploit those opportunities and
challenges.
3. Don’t forget to promote and enhance the unique
attributes of our ”old media.”
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2. Understand the new ways that people watch television—whether it’s time
shifting, binging, or watching ahead—and use your advertising and promotion to
exploit those opportunities and challenges.
3. But at the same time don’t forget to promote and enhance the unique
attributes of our “old media.”
leehuntllc
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4. Let new metrics inform your strategy, tactics and
creative.
5. Take a good, hard look at every platform. Don’t
assume because it works in one place it will work
everywhere else.
6. Have fun with it!
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4. Learn the new metrics of our business—whether it’s C7, second-by-second, or
big data—and let that knowledge inform your strategy, tactics and creative.
5. Take a good hard look at every platform, and how you can make your
advertising and promotion work better and harder in that environment. Don’t
assume because it works in one place it will work everywhere else.
6. Have fun with it! While all these new changes may seem overwhelming at
times, they should inspire lots of new, different, and breakthrough creative.
Solutions no one has ever considered before.
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Before I go, I have one more thing to show you. I talked earlier about weaving
your channel brand into your content brand at the genetic level.
There’s one network whose program and channel DNA is so intertwined they
could be genetically engineered.
(2:15 SNL Bravo)

That’s all for today. In the next couple of days you’ll find a copy of this
presentation on my website, leehunt.com, complete with all the video, charts and
text.

www.leehunt.com
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